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By order of the head of the GPI
no.207 as of 17.05.2019 the team of
8 trainers was trained in the training
plan.
The project team developed the
curriculum project and submitted for
consultation to DGSP and HRD
(no.P-II / 122 as of 12.06.2019)
On 02.07.2019 based on the order of
the head of the GPI no.312 as of
27.06.2019 "On the conduct of the
working meeting on the community
policing", the meeting on the subject
"Development and finalization of the
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curriculum for initial and continuous
training in the field of community
policing", with the participation of
the DRIAE, DGSP, and the Project
Team.
By order of the head of the GPI
no.327 as of 12.07.2019 on the
establishment of the Working Group
on the elaboration of the curricula for
the training course "Community
policing", the Group for the
elaboration of the document was
established.

2.

Training of employees in Police
Inspectorates to implement the
community police activity

2019

100 trained employees;

2020

200 trained employees

The Curriculum in the area of
community policing was approved
by the order of the head of the GPI
no.289 as of 17.08.2019 "On the
approval of the curriculum in the
field of "Community policing"".
Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no. 134 of 02.04.2019 On the
conduct of the training workshop on
the component of community
policing, in Chisinau municipality,
were trained 50 heads of Police
Inspectorates (heads of IP and head
of SSP) on the component of
community policing, between 08-09,
10-11. 04. 2019, in groups of 25
employees each.
By order of the head of the GPI
no.137 as of 02.04.2019 Regarding
the delegation of police employees to
the training/specialization course on
the topic “Community policing” in
the
period
08-10.04.19,
29
employees were trained.
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Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no. 155 as of 10.04.2019 On the
conduct of the training workshop on
the component of community
policing, in Chisinau municipality,
on 12.05.2019, 15 employees were
trained, of which 8 trainers in the
field of community policing.
Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no. 156 of 10.04.2019 On the
conduct of the training workshop on
the component of community
policing, in Chisinau municipality,
between 15-16.04.2019, 8 trainers in
the field of community policing were
trained.

Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no. 183 of 07.05.2019 On the
conduct of the training workshop on
the component of community
policing, in Chisinau municipality,
Employees of IP Anenii Noi, Cahul,
Comrat, Singerei and Buiucani were
trained on 15.05.2019 – 24 and
16.05.2019 – 23 on the component of
community policing.
By order of the head of the GPI
no.207 of the 17.05.2019 has been
accomplished the training of 8
trainers specialized in the field of
community policing based on a 3
modules
covering
teaching
techniques and the design of the
training (21.05-23.05.2019, 28.0529.05.2019, and 04.06-06.06.2019) .
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Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no. 406 as of 03.08.2019 On the
conduct of the training workshop on
the component of community
policing, in Chisinau municipality,
at level of Heads (heads of PI,
deputies, employees of SSP of PI) 25
on 03.09.2019, 24 on 04.09.2019
were trained and 8 National Trainers
on 05.09.2019, on the component of
community policing.

By order of the head of the GPI
no.314 of 28.08.2019 On the
organization
and
conduct
of
professional training in the field of
community policing, were approved:
- List of National Trainers in the
field of community policing;
- Action plan on training police
employees in the field of community
policing.

In the period of 28.10-01.11.2019 a
group of national trainers in the field
of community policing, by the order
head of the GPI no.538 as of
22.10.2019, drew up the information
material for trainings according to
the approved Curriculum in the field
of community policing.

Based on the order of the head of the
GPI no.556 as of 01.11.2019
Regarding the training workshop on
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the component of community
policing, the employees of Anenii
Noi PI, Cahul PI, Comrat PI,
Sîngerei PI, Buiucani PI and DGSP
were trained on 04-05.11.2019 – 23
and 06.11.2019 – 23, on the
component of community policing.

In the period 14-29.11.Of 2019 a
group of national trainers in the field
of community policing in 8 groups,
during the course of 2 days (320
minutes), has trained 185 employees,
according
to
the
Curriculum
approved in the area of community
policing, in accordance with the Plan
approved by the order of the head of
the GPI no.314/2019.

In the period from 08-22.11.2019,
the national trainer in the field of
community policing, has trained the
2 groups of employees (55 persons),
under the platform of the Integrated
Law Enforcement Training Centre
(CIPAL),
according
to
the
Curriculum approved in the area of
community policing, in accordance
with the Plan approved by the order
of the head of the GPI no.314/2019.

Thus, during 2019, in the field of
community policing have been
trained:
1) Academy of MIA "Stefan cel
Mare" - 29 police employees.
2) within the Swedish Police
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Project:
- 8 National Trainers;
- 99
managers
of
Police
Inspectorates;
- 93 employees of Police
Inspectorates.
3) According to the curriculum
"community
policing"
240
employees
from
the
Police
Inspectorates were trained by
national trainers

3.

Annual assessment of crime and its
trends at local level

2018-2020

Assessment reports
developed and analysed in
local communities

Half-yearly reports of the
Operational Council for criminal
analysis and coordination of crime
prevention activity of the GPI, drew
up by the order of the head of the
GPI no.34/1-364 of 30.10.2017
Automated information system
for
reporting
threats
and
vulnerabilities to public order and
community safety:" Threat Map",
approved by the order of the GPI
no.265 as of 08.08.2018, with
weekly reports generation.
The project "Road Situation in
Moldova" as of February 12, 2018
through the service ”Infotrafic" in the
application",, waze.com"”

70 Analytical Reports prepared by
the Information Analysis Center of
the
National
Investigation
Inspectorate of the General Police
Inspectorate, of which:
- 5 targeted crime in 11 districts
for short and medium periods.
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4.

Organisation of crime prevention
activities adapted to local specificities

Permanent

Number of prevention
activities organised

- 22 on crime on certain types of
crime;
- 16 on the general state of crime
over certain periods of time;
- 10 on crimes committed by
categories of persons (children,
Roma, intoxicated, persons in
detention, officials).
1. The national campaign "STOP
alcohol behind the wheel" starts from
09.10.2019
2. National campaign "Stop phone
behind the wheel" in partnership with
Moldtelecom,
26.09.201920.12.2019.
3. Actions entitled "Carry your
child safely" within the project "A
children car seat from the heart" in
partnership with ACM;
4. Action entitled " Couple with
life” in partnership with ACM;
5. Action entitled "Every CHILD'S
LIFE matters!" by applying a new
road marking, a pedestrian crossing
type " Braking Carpet”;
6. Social messages for prevention
of road accidents involving children
(Buses from Balti).
7. ”I Choose Life” - information
campaign about the effects and
consequences of drug use;
8. "It is in your power to stop the
HIV epidemic” - in partnership with
the Public Association Positive
Initiative;
9. The action” Fight against
trafficking in human beings", carried
out between 18-25.10.2019 in which
8 public lessons were organized at
educational institutions and libraries,
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informing about 400 young people.
10. Information about the notions
of Criminal Law, Crime, noncriminal behaviour, limits of selfdefence, rights and obligations of
participants
of
the
criminal
proceedings, the importance of
cooperation with the Police, in high
schools of Chisinau municipality.
("Mihail Viteazul", "Iulia Haşdeu",
"Mihail Eminescu", "Mircea cel
Batrin" and "Gloria") during
January-May 2019.
11. Social campaign ,,Child +
Street-freedom or illusion?", GPI
order no. 181 as of 20.05.2019.
12. Activities entitled "Every deed
has its consequence”, provision of
GPI no. 82 as of 05.03.2019.
13. Police action ”Take coffee with
a police employees", order of GPI
no. 180 as of 20.05.2019.
14. The mechanism of police
intervention in situations of risk and
psychological contact with the child,
entitled "A toy for children's smile",
order of GPI no. 481 as of
05.11.2018.
15. General public information
campaign "Community Policing",
order of GPI no.326 as of
06.09.2019, in two stages for the
period September 2019 – March
2020, conducted by 42 Police
Inspectorates.

Campaigns carried out at the
territorial PI initiative:
1. Balti PI - campaign entitled
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"Life takes priority, says drugs no”;
2. Balti PI - information campaign
" Say No To Domestic Violence”;
3. Donduseni
PIcampaign
entitled " Risk falling prey to fraud”;
4. Donduseni
PI-information
campaign " Negligence, open
invitation to theft”;
5. Causeni PI- campaign entitled
"Friendships
in
the
virtual
environment can be fatal”;
6. Causeni PI - campaign entitled
" Alcohol destroys lives”;
7. Ocnita PI - " Civil society
awareness campaign on the danger
generated by conflicts in the sphere
of family relations”;
8. Ocnita
PI-information
campaign " Say No to drugs!”;
9. Chisinau municipality PD
campaign entitled " Say No to
drugs”;

10. Chisinau municipality PD Youth Information and awareness
campaign " Human trafficking is a
reality! Don't be indifferent!”;
11. Chisinau municipality PD children's information and awareness
campaign "We choose safety on
vacation!”;
12. Riscani PI- " Campaign to raise
awareness of minors regarding the
observance of traffic rules”;
13. Straseni
PI-information
campaign " Be careful! Thieves don't
knock!”,
14. Straseni
PI-information
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5.

Identification of Police sectors to be
upgraded

Quarter I, 2019

2018-2019

Assessment report on the
legal status of Police
Inspectorates - approved
Annual list of minimum
Police Inspectorates
selected modernisation approved

campaign "I wish a happy childhood
too!”;
15. Leova PI-information campaign
for citizens ,,Thieves are creative. Be
preventive!”;
16. Leova PI-campaign "Say No to
home abandonment”;
17. Leova PI -campaign "You can
prevent theft if you take care of your
goods”;
18. Cantemir
PI-information
campaign "Life without violence”;
19. Ungheni PI -campaign for
information and prevention of road
accidents "Stop road accidents".
20. DP ATU Gagauzia-campaign "
Make
the
right
choice!”
(counteracting vices-alcohol, drug
addiction)
21. Singerei PI - order no.25 of
25.11.2019 on the organization and
conduct in the period 25.1120.12.2019, on the territory of
Singerei District of the awareness
campaign ”Stop Domestic Violence".
The list of the minimum necessary of
the minimum of Inspectorates for
modernization in 2020 was approved
by the report to the head of the
General Police Inspectorate no.P-II /
156 of 20.12.2019, being proposed
22 Police Inspectorates:
1. Police Inspectorate no.5 of Buiucani
PI of PD of Chisinau municipality
(modular);
2. Police Inspectorate no.4 of Centru
city district PI of Chisinau PD;
3. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Anenii
Noi PI;
4. Police Inspectorate no.5 of Balti PI;

Lack of feasible
premises to ensure
the activity of Police
Inspectorate in the
territory served by
Police Inspectorates

Increase in prices for
the services of capital
design and repair on
the
construction
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6.

Carrying out the project documentation
and estimates for the repair and
arrangement of the premises of the
Police Inspectorate

2018-2020

Project documentation
development services and
contracted estimates
Developed, verified and
expertised project
documentation

5. Police Inspectorate no.3 of Cahul PI;
6. Police Inspectorate no.4 of Cahul PI;
7. Police Inspectorate no.5 of Cahul PI;
8. Police Inspectorate no.3 of Cimislia
PI;
9. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Criuleni
PI;
10. Police Inspectorate no.2 of Criuleni
PI;
11. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Hincesti
PI;
12. Police Inspectorate no.3 of Hincesti
PI;
13. Police Inspectorate no.6 of Hincesti
PI;
14. Police Inspectorate no.2 of
Nisporeni PI;
15. Police Inspectorate no.4 of
Nisporeni PI;
16. Police Inspectorate no.3 of Straseni
PI;
17. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Ungheni
PI;
18. Police Inspectorate no.4 of Ungheni
PI;
19. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Edinet
PI;
20. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Ocnita
PI;
21. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Orhei PI;
22. Police Inspectorate no.1 of Riscani
PI;

market

6 offices were identified for the
Police Inspectorate of
Orhei,
Glodeni, Hincesti, Balti, Nisporeni,
Ocnita and Cahul PI.
In total, 63 projects and estimates
were received, checked and surveyed
for the modernization of Police
Inspectorate.

Lack of feasible
premises to ensure
the activity of Police
Inspectorate in the
territory served by
Police Inspectorates

The Police Inspectorates concerned
were received financial resources to
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purchase design services for the
modernization and capital repair of
Police Inspectorate, concluding the
following contracts:
1. PI-1 of Glodeni IP - contract no.
MD-2019-03-15-000141-1;
2. PI-1 of Orhei PI– Contract no.18
of 25.04.2019;
3. PI-1 of Balti IP-Contract no.
MD-2019-05-16-000028-1-11/34;
4. PI-1 of Hincesti IP– Contract
no.20 of 23.09.2019;
5. PI-2 of Ocnita IP – Contract
no.25 of 11.11.2019;
6. PI-1 of Nisporeni IP– Contract
no.34/5-57 of 12.09.2019

7.

Repair and arrangement of premises of
Police Inspectorates

2018-2020

Repair activities started
Infrastructure of at least
90 police headquarters
improved and provided
with necessary equipment

The
project
documentation
developed, verified and surveyed
was received and transmitted to the
procurement and logistics service of
the General Police Inspectorate.
Repair work started at 24 premises:
1. PI-3 Ialoveni-contract no. MD2019-04-23-000008-1-11/26;
2. PI-2 Floresti - contract no. MD2019-04-23-000135-1-11/29;
3. PI-3 Floresti - contract no. MD2019-05-07-000020-1-11/27;
4. PI-2 Comrat - contract no. MD2019-04-24-000053-1-11/30;
5. PI-2 Causeni - Contract no.70 of
22.08.2019;
6. PI-5 Drochia - Contract no.72 of
22.08.2019;
7. PI-2 Bender - Contract no.74 of
22.08.2019;
8. PI-1 Vulcanesti - Contract no.75
of 22.08.2019;

Significant increase
in the costs offered
on the auction market
for the design, repair
works and ensuring
the functionality of
the headquarters of
the
Police
Inspectorates in the
process
of
their
modernization, which
risks exceeding the
established budget
Delaying
the
procedures
for
receiving
capital
repair works and
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9. PI-2 Drochia - Contract no.76 of
22.08.2019;
10. PI-3 Dubasari - Contract no.94 of
25.09.2019;
11. PI-4 Stefan Voda - Contract
no.95 of 25.09.2019;
12. PI-1 Cimislia, Stage-II - Contract
no.96 of 25.09.2019;
13. PI-2 Dubasari - Contract no.97 of
25.09.2019;
14. PI-3 Calarasi - Contract no.100 of
09.10.2019;
15. PI-5 Soroca - Contract no.102 of
11.10.2019;
16. PI-2 Briceni - Contract no.103 of
the 11.10.2019;
17. PI-1 Glodeni - Contract no.106 of
15.10.2019;
18. PI-2 Soldanesti - Contract no.107
of 15.10.2019;
19. PI-5 Sîngerei - Contract no.108
of 15.10.2019;
20. PI-2 Vulcanesti - Contract no.115
of 04.11.2019;
21. PI-3 Ceadir Lunga Contract
no.116 of 04.11.2019;
22. PI-3 Taraclia - Contract no.117 of
04.11.2019;
23. PI-1 Balti - Contract no.118 of
04.11.2019.
24. PI-1 Cantemir - Contract no.119
of 04.11.2019.

commissioning
of
police headquarters.
Delaying
the
registration
of
contracts for the
repair
of
Police
Inspectorate at the
state Treasury.
Lack of financial
resources in the State
Budget to cover the
expenses for carrying
out the whole volume
of the action to
modernize 90 Police
Inspectorates

Repair work on 14 Police
Inspectorates was completed:
1. PI-4 of Riscani city district IP of
DP of Chisinau municipality,
reopened on 15.02.2019;
2. PI-1 of Soroca PI, reopened on
18.04.2019;
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3. PI-1 of Causeni PI, reopened on
04.04.2019;
4. PI-1 of
Basarabeasca PI,
reopened on 22.08.2019;
5. PI-1 Donduseni, reopened on
16.09.2019;
6. PI-1 Drochia, reopened on
20.09.2019;
7. PI - 1 Floresti, reopened on
01.10.2019;
8. PI - 1 Comrat, reopened on
03.10.2019;
9. PI-5 Anenii Noi, reopened on
08.10.2019;
10. PI-1 Telenesti, reopened on
10.10.2019;
11. PI-1 Soldanesti, reopened on
31.10.2019;
12. PI-3 Ialoveni, reopened on
08.11.2019;
13. PI-1 Falesti, reopened on
24.12.2019;
14. PI-1 Cimislia, reopened on
26.12.2019.
After the extension of the execution
deadlines or equipped with furniture
3 Police Inspectorates are at the stage
of completion of the repair works:
1. PI-1 of Ceadir-Lunga PI;
2. PI - 2 of Dubasari PI;
3. PI - 2 of Bender PI;
The deadline for the modernization
of at least 90 Police Inspectorates,
due at the end of 2020, was proposed
to the European Union Delegation
for extension, fixing the deadline due
at the end of 2021. The letter of
intent, with the arguments put
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forward was sent through the
Ministry of Internal Affairs to the
address of the Ministry of Finance, to
submit the proposal properly to the
European Union Delegation.

8.

Monitoring the process of carrying out
the repair and modernization of the
Police Inspectorates premises

2018-2020

Annual evaluation reports
on the state of
implementation and
proposals for the
following period

Annual evaluation report on the state
of
implementation
of
the
modernization
of
Police
Inspectorates
no.P-II/155
of
20.12.2019, approved.
Since the beginning of 2019, 14
Police Inspectorates have been in the
process of repair, based on contracts
concluded in 2018. In 2019, repairs
were contracted to 24 Police
Inspectorates (for a headquarters- 2
stages - Cimislia).
Repair
work
at
14
Police
Inspectorates was completed:
Throughout 2019:
- 7 public tenders were completed for
25 Police Inspectorates (a transferred
headquarters for additional tender Ocnita).
- 24 contracts were concluded for the
repair of Police Inspectorates and the
planned works started.
- in total, the repair works concerned
37 premises.
For 2020 it is proposed:
- completion of repair work at 23
premises;
- contracting repair work at 22
premises;
- planning repair work for 27
premises;
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9.

Determining the needs to create the
optimal conditions for providing Police
Services to citizens according to the
best international practices in the field

2018-2020

Needs reports drawn up

10.

Supplementing the actions to create the
optimal conditions for providing Police
Services to citizens according to the
best international practices in the field,
initiated in last years

2018-2020

All police stations
provided with means of
transport
203 police stations
provided with computing
technique and peripheral

During 2019, the need to fitting-out
55
Police
Inspectorates
was
determined, the repairs of which
started in 2018, 2019 and those
expected to be repaired in 2020.
Two reports were submitted to the
procurement by the Working Group
based on the analysis:
- no.P-II / 49 of 18.03.2019
regarding the equipment with
computing technique, household
goods (TV, microwave, refrigerator,
computers) and chair, which was
accepted and initiated 3 public tender
procedures, which concerned 19
Police Inspectorates.
- no.P-II / 175 of 17.10.2019 on
equipping with calculation technique,
household goods (TV, microwave,
refrigerator, water dispenser and
computers), which was accepted and
initiated 2 public tender procedures
for 35 Police Inspectorates.
Under the report of the head of the
unit, each and every police station
modernized, has been received
financial
resources
for
the
procurement of the furniture, locker,
metal,
and
household
goods
necessary for the normal operation.
In 2019, 18 reports were received
and accepted by the procurement
Working Group.
In 2018 the indicator of the
endowment of all 173 police stations
with at least one transport Unit, at
least one printer and a computer was
reached. All sector officers received
special means: belt with attached
means-handcuffs,
baton,
tear
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means
At least 75% of sector
police employeers insured
with special means

shrapnel, flashlight and covers for
them.
Based on the report of PD of
Chisinau municipality no.104 of
17.01.2019, for PS-4 Riscani
(Minutes no.2 GLA of 23.01.2019)
material goods were purchased:
- 14 laptops;
- 3 printers;
- 1 MFD printer;
- 1 projector.
Based on reports no.P-II/49 of
18.03.2019 and no.P-II / 175 as of
17.10.2019 it was proposed to equip
with the computing technique and it
procurement, 3 pieces for the police
station where the modernization was
completed, respectively in stages 19
and 35 police stations.
Thus, 19 police stations based on the
order of the head of GPI no.370 of
16.10.2019 On the free transmission
of some goods, received 57
computers.
For 35 police stations another 105
computers will be distributed, after
the completion of the procedures for
receiving them.

11.

Organisation and conduct of
information on community policing

2019

At least one public
campaign to promote
community policing
carried out by each of the
42 territorial police
inspectorates
At least 2 informative

The concept of the information
campaign for the general public
"Community policing" and the
calendar of the campaign were
developed and approved by the order
of the head of the GPI no.326 of 06
September 2019.
On the basis of the organizational
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communiqués about the
community policing
placed on the social
networking pages of the
territorial police
inspectorates
Participation in at least
one local radio or TV
show of the management
of territorial police
inspectorates with
information about
community policing

documents, being made available to
the
Police
subdivisions
the
documentary
film
about
the
community policing, the presentation
about the "Community policing", the
model of information leaflet, the 42
police inspectorates were started the
citizen information activities.
According to the information from
the reports presented by the 42
territorial subdivisions of the police,
the information activities concerned
754 localities, where 342 events were
held for viewing the documentary
film about the community policing,
with the participation of 12237
citizens, 933 meetings were held
with the citizens in which 22491
citizens were familiar with the
community policing. 174 events
were organized "Take a coffee with a
policeman" on the topic of
community policing, with the
participation of 4612 citizens.
The leaders and employees of the
territorial subdivisions of the Police,
during the reporting period came out
with messages about the community
policing in local media sources,
where they exist, being represented
in 27 public broadcasts.
Through the official pages of the
territorial subdivisions of the Police
on
social
networks,
129
communiqués about the community
policing were published.
In 13 Police Inspectorates (Ciocana,
Vulcanesti, Balti, Nisporeni, Ocnita,
Orhei, Sîngerei, Soroca, Stefan
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12.

Building partnerships with the
community (non-governmental
organisations, local public
administration authorities, etc.) to
create a safe environment

2018-2020

Number of cooperation
agreements concluded

Voda, Taraclia, Leova and Ungheni)
were
developed
information
materials in the form of leaflets about
the community policing, indicating
the contact details of the sector
officers
serving
the
district
communities. 6199 leaflets were
printed and 5344 leaflets were
distributed to citizens. The Police
inspectorates
concluded
8
cooperation
agreements
with
territorial
nongovernmental
organizations: Ciocana-1, Anenii
Noi-2 and Nisporeni-4, with which
they achieved the objectives of the
information campaign within 16 joint
activities.
The
Balti
police
inspectorate shared with the nongovernmental territorial organization
(Human Rights Association Lex 21)
made an informative video spot
about the community policing, being
directly protagonists of the filming.
With their own forces, the Police
Inspectorates Leova and Orhei made
videos, which were posted on the
pages of subdivisions on social
networks.
20 cooperation agreements were
concluded
with
international
organizations, public institutions or
public associations to carry out
activities
to
prevent
various
antisocial phenomena at the level of
GPI and specialized subdivisions, as
follows:
1. Cooperation agreement no.01 of
30.01.2019 between the General
Police Inspectorate and the Chamber
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of Commerce and Industry MoldovaChina, aims to prevent antisocial acts
in the field of trade.
2. Cooperation agreement no.02/21
of 14.02.2019 between the General
Police Inspectorate, the public
Association "Eco-rezeni" and the
European
Association
for
neighbourhood
surveillance
(EUNWA),
aims
to
prevent
antisocial acts in the community.
3. Cooperation agreement no 03/1
of 27.02.2019 between the General
Police Inspectorate and the National
Centre for the protection of Personal
Data, aims to protect personal data.
4. Cooperation agreement no.03/1
of 27.02.2019 between the General
Police
Inspectorate
and
the
Association for the protection of
privacy, aims to protect personal
data.
5. Cooperation agreement no.05/57
of March 25, 2019 between the
General Police Inspectorate and the
Nisporeni City Hall
on the
Constitution of the police station in
the Nisporeni town.
6. Cooperation agreement no.06 of
March 27, 2019 between SorosMoldova Foundation and the General
Police Inspectorate, aims at police
reform and community policing.
7. Memorandum of understanding
no.07/12 of 02.04.2019 between the
Public
Association
"positive
initiative" and the General Police
Inspectorate, aims to implement the
mobile
application
"Police
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Assistant".
8. Cooperation
agreement
no.08/38/11-111
of
15.04.2019
between the National Botanical
Garden
(Institut)
"Alexandru
Ciubotaru" and the General Police
Inspectorate, aims the general
prevention of antisocial acts.
9. Cooperation agreement no.09/3
of the 15.04.2019 of the General
Police Inspectorate of Romanian
Police and the National Probation
Office, is aimed at re-socialisation
and of prevention of criminal
behaviour among free people.
10. Memorandum of understanding
no.10 of 17.04.2019 between the
General Police Inspectorate and the
Global Lottery Monitoring System
(GLMS), aims to prevent sports
manipulations.
11. Cooperation
agreement
no.11/1/2-1022
of
25.04.2019
between
the
General
Police
Inspectorate and the General
Inspectorate of Carabineers, aims to
reform in the field of maintaining,
ensuring and restoring public order.
12. Cooperation agreement no.12 of
25.05.2019 between the public
Association "Concordia". Social
projects " and the General Police
Inspectorate, aims to prevent crimes
in the family and assisting children in
risk situations.
13. Cooperation agreement no.13 of
08.07.2019 between SC Targus
Impex SRL and the General Police
Inspectorate, aims to prevent the
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illegal trade in tobacco.
14. Memorandum of understanding
no.14/19/4-1308
of
08.08.2019
Agreement for police intervention
ISDS "Special objectives 5101 and
5102", aims to prevent the illegal
acts with radioactive substances.
15. Cooperation agreement no.15 of
10.10.2019 between the General
Police Inspectorate and Talmazan
School, concerns cyber security.
16. Partnership Agreement no.16 of
11.10.2019
with
the
Public
Association "Promo Lex", concerns
the Police Reform.
17. Cooperation agreement no.17 of
17.12.2019 between the Public
Association Center for Innovation
and Policies of Moldova and the
General Police Inspectorate, it
concerns the phenomenon of
domestic violence.
18. Memorandum of understanding
no.18 of 19.12.2019 between PH
International and the General Police
Inspectorate on the program of legal
socialization in schools of the
Republic Of Moldova, aims to
prevent children in schools.
19. Agreement on bilateral cooperation between the National
Patrol Inspectorate of the GPI of
MIA
and
the
Agency
for
transplantation of Ministry of Health,
Labor and Social Protection of the
Republic of Moldova.
20. Partnership agreement between
the National Patrol Inspectorate of
the GPI of the MIA and the Public
Association Sport Club ”CARAGE
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4X4”.
Also, 60 cooperation agreements
concluded by the Police territorial
subdivisions of in different fields of
activity, in order to create a safe
environment for citizens.

Project Manager
chief commissioner
Vladimir CAZACOV

Coordinated
Portfolio Coordinator II
chief commissioner
Vadim ARDELEANU
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